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By Ruben Ortiz 
Puerto Rico has been in the news 
a lot more than a lot of people 
would like recently, and ~adly it 
has been for the wrong reasons. 
The one issue of real, lasting, (in its mentioned in history, it is already a colony. 
lessons), righteous, and justified interest as An island at the corner of- the Antilles row,. 
far as Puerto Rico is concerned is the the one at the very corner of the turn to 
Vieques tragedy. It has finally become lee- or windward; the door to the 
untenable, even to those Puerto Ricans Caribbean. For a sea-going_ nation on this 
who want U.S. statehood for Puerto Rico, hemisphere, its strategic importance is 
and would normally side with the invader, paramount. 
A very highly anticipated boxing mate!) even at the expense of their.motherland. It's Vieques is a very much smaller 
gets fixed in favor of the Puerto Rican aboat time Vieques had its day in court. island to the east of Puerto Rico. The 
fighter. That was bad enough, but then A little background: Puerto Rico has United States won Puerto Rico from Spain 
the citizenry gets a little too involved, and ·known about evil empires all through its in a high-stakes poker game called the 
two Mexican immigrants are now dead. history. I wish I could tell you about the Hispano-American War. And it was imme-
hardships the island's original inhabitants diately put to use. And the people living 
Then the president does some- native Arawak people (commonly and there? Well, they were dealt with by force 
thing for which I still don't understand his erroneously known as ''Tainos", which is or through gifts and concessions, so that 
reasons: he grants clemency to 16 simply a word in their lexicon that meant they wouldn't interfere with the smooth 
Puerto Rican political prisoners, (11 of "good") suffered at the hands of the invad- running of the island as a naval base and 
whom accept it and its draconian parole ing Caribes. (who lent the .. sea its name). never thinking of how it ~ffected these 
~~~~mmffi'§};"ff~eihg tnettt""h6tti,-rt,r to •a B~~.aw~~D~Ji--Ve~fi91i1 t'IIW'"'-'9Pl~~~~~ili1~as ..G:~•~•u-.:...·, ...... ::..:...:-----·.;;;;_ ......... 
chorus of wails and gnashing teeth from records. W~II, t~ey d1pn t ~eep_ any record There ~as one instance m which 
----- .... l":'-~a·l--:::t------- =-::-..~ ~ _Jhat....anv,., hlStoncaLautbor.itv-.f1gu r.e...toda Wb.a-Eue.d.0-.81.CAOS....WJU'.fl , wada. to f~al. 
~ver~ pontica, an, ~w:en,or7e~ent ,ac- will lend any credence to. So, we start appreciated: as all other colonizing 
tion in the country. I still can t figure out from where there is consensus about the empires have since roman times, the U.S. 
what part of his agenda this action ful- start of Puerto Rican history. And what do inducted Puerto Ricans into its armed 
filled. I think it backfired. But I digress. you know: the first time Puerto Rico is forces. Why, they were even made U.S. 
CHAPTER Ill: The Road Scholar Begins His Education 
After a s-eimingly 'endless ride to ,Cambridge· ing to tutor my d!ugh.W Ashley g~ti~to Yale: He came 
High:Bchool, in which Ashley directed her entire con ver- strongly ~.ecoJllmended"from the t_ut~rmg sern_ce." . 
sation ~olely to Frank about the great summer she had had . Pleas~d to meet you :IT, Frank said turnmg 
slumming it in Nantucket as a part-time waitress,aLthe ,.his head tQJf~~~,wJedge the Km¥ of/Go!a, whose face 
Blue Dog, Frank was now returning across the 96th sJreet Fr~nk had ofJ~P seen on t. v. stamng m his own compa-
crossway through Central Park on his wayJo.pickur-Mr. ny ,s com~ercral. . ,, ·.•·••·•·• ... ,\ f .. 
Applebee. The phone rang. . . II Good Morn~ng, . M~. c~r~-0n !f P,J\,r~: 
"Hello Frank. It's Donald. Where are you?" i . Frank here 1s th1nkmgaqoµt-;;Wµfhe wants to 
"Well, I was a, bit del~ye~ g~tting Ashley. to do ;now that_.he.:sJlf.~.~Jted _ froaj!~,~!opTof hi,~ elm at 
school, but I should be by the buildmg m about IO mm- college. ~~!f,~£0,lit~e was that agam, Frank? 
utes." Ftt~¥;; tenunded Mr.1\pP,J~p~e the State 
client wi;:;1~, t~~k;~~:tn!~:usl ydooun ~t:a~;:::~i:gb:~ x~~:~rsityfrom ~~}iµ he hel~ i;~j;~t·:11r communica-
g.o wrong. I'Il,see you in'ten." The phone hung up before ' "A~14Yirgfnia," Mr. Carson, apparently> 
Frank could complete· the words llwill do." impressed, cqij~"l~Itq, "We.have one of our most up~'to~ % 
Mr. Applebee and a man much taller than him date bottlingipfanJs<iri that state. It's going to end up, 
9res&.ed in a pinstriped blue suit were waiting under the saving us a great deaJ,of money if the strike ever end~_,,, 
green awning. As Frank pulled up alongside the curb, "I tie~r that it only :equires. two people to ruu· 
Watson s~ralllble4 over to open the car door, as the two 
businessmen climbed into the back seat. See Frank, pg 5 
citizens-without consultation, never mind 
consent-to make it nice and proper for 
Puerto Ricans to die for ''their country." 
(That's a dirty little secret the U.S. doesn't 
like publicized. It galls me that prospective 
employers ask me for my green card 
because my name isn't Applegate or 
Rutherford.) 
In 1938 the U.S. Navy begins to 
hold training exercises on Vieques. The 
Viequenses were herded and bunched up 
close to the center of the island. The Navy 
kept the sides as its playground (well, 
they're the ones who called it 
"wargames.") The tragedy starts here: the 
Navy's playground takes up 75% of the 
island, and the parts of the island they play 
hold land with the most potential, for farm-
ing and building. 
Since then the Navy's abuse of 
Vieques and its people has continued, and 
worsened. The Viequenses are left with a 
dear few acres of arable land. This land 
isn't capable of producing enough crops to 
meet the demand, in either quantity or 
variety. And working in construction or on 
mainland Puerto Rico at a pharmaceutical 
plant pays much better, with less toil. So, 
it's up to the fishermen to try to fill the food 
see Vieques, pg B 
"Frank, I want you to meet Mr. farson. He's the 
President of ~arson Cola. We hop~ to be doing some great 
work with his company for many years to come. Mr. 
Carson, this is my driver Frank Benjamin. Frank just 








By C.M. Daley into paying attention? The financial 
metaphor inherent in the phrase should not 
The planet would run more beautiful- be ignored; you give something of yourself 
ly if the world were my classroom. I'm not - compassion, ire, disgust, understanding -
talking about the world being a place where when you make a deposit in this world. 
I learn, because I have extensive life experi- Paying attention is not an action, but a reac-
ence and accumulating graduate degrees tion. I expect my students to absorb what 
for that. I'm talking about a world where I their classmates, readings, or I say, take that 
am the teacher and as a citizen of the information, and give it back (or keep it for 
world, you follow the rules I've constructed later) in another form colored by their reac-
because deep down inside, everyone wants tion. I tell my students that all they know of 
an "A". You may claim a "C" is good the world is what they filter through their 
enough because you· passed, or a "B" is senses. If you filter nothing, if. you leave the 
splendid because we all know that letter money on the steps of the credit union, you 
infers "good," but if you search within your- live a little less in the world. Bankruptcy is 
self, you'll admit that an "A" fills you with its not an option. 
shape until· that pointy little top makes you 3. Do the reading. In my ideal 
hold your head a little higher. Now all you world, are we all well-versed in Dante, 
have to do is follow a few rules. Shakespeare, Dickinson, Woolf, and 
1.Respect me, yourself, and others. Morrison? Sure, but I'm an educator, not a 
Of course, this is my fantasy, so tyrant. Every situation has its 
respecting me comes own reading list. If you 
first, but I g~aran- ·" .Q , wish to be a great 
tee that keeping ,,. " ·f~- > , lover, read 
me happy , I )CO Casanova. If 
releases my .r owed re . . you wish to 
generosity, ~-1 be a great 
good will, and gossip, read 
the gate behind / Hedda Hopper. 
which hide all those If you wish to be a 
"A"s that are yours for great sadist, r~ad de 
the taking. Respecting others - Sade. By not reading, you' re 
hearing what they may have to say and not depriving yourself and your situation the 
laughing-when -they· say something'-that-·pblentic:Jtit-deTo-rves.""';tdl'""'tlie"se wn ers ave 
betrays their naivete or ignorance, directing volunteered to do the dirty work for you. If 
your comments in response to theirs as if it makes you feel better, think of it as choos-
they are worthy of the dialogue whether you ing to be lazy. But above all, just think of it. 
believe that or not, and taking something Be prepared. Do your homework. Come to 
you don't understand as a challenge rather the world knowing more rather than know-
than an opportunity for rebuke - will make ing less. 
the world a fete of constructive critical I want you to take a minute and 
growth. Now if you respect others and me, imagine the ramifications if everyone in the 
why do you also have to respect yourself? world showed respect, paid attention, and 
Isn't that getting a little pushy? No. Don't did the reading. I'm not saying these are 
come to class if you can't look yourself in the the only rules for a better world, but too 
eye, because in this world, active participa- many rules become a list - like the top 50 
tion is worth a hefty amount of your grade, films of 1999, or the best quotations about 
and that requires a self present to partici- cats - that you skim to get the general gist 
pate. rather than taking it to heart. I don't ask a 
2. Pay attention. This simplest of rules lot of the world, but I'm prepared to give an 
is also the most complex. Where does casu- "A" to anyone who shows the effort. Get 
al listening (not acceptable) cross the line that little pointy top to do its thing in your 
head. 
1ffln® 1Tlhl□tmm) &\Bl)aoMil 
Columnists ... 
By Dave Gerardi 
You ever have one of those lucid 
moments of consciousness when the spin 
of the world grants you a perfect under-
standing of the chaos of being? Me neither. 
And neither does anybody else. 
Yet, read any newspaper column, read 
any editorial, and you'd have thought they 
bought Truth wholesale from the local ware-
house. This, of course, is ludicrous. You 
can't buy Truth wholesale. Retail price is 
$19.95 at a little bodega in downtown- ... 
but I've said too much. 
Why columnists think they're so damn 
special escapes me. They do. That's not at 
issue. They type inches and inches of fer-
vent sentiment. Paragraphs of anecdotes. 
Pages of opinions. 
For naught. 
After all, it's just their opinion, educated or 
otherwise. Leaves of thought on the floor of 
an autumn forest. Ready to burn. 
And when they're not conjuring brilliant 
and insightful metaphors like the one 
above, they're already stressing about next 
week's deadline. When they'll have to 
come up with some more lofty nonsense to 
save the human race. Again. 
You begin to see the difficulty. As such, 
columnists utilize certain ... 'tricks of the 
trade' to sound slightly more percep!i_ye 
an your usua, gar en \lane\'/ µn~ceµ\o'(<s. 
One such trick is to occasionally mix in 
words from a foreign language. Latin is ter-
rific for this purpose and works ad infinitum. 
See? It's that easy. 
German is also effective. How stupid, 
after all, would U2 look if they called 
Achtung, Baby! 'Look Out, Baby!' Pret-ty 
lame, Milhous. 
Statistics are the next best tool to con-
vince someone of the value of your words 
without actually saying anything. The rea-
son being that if you can't remember an 
appropriate one, you can make it up. 
Suppose you're arguing for the abolition of 
the Twinkie as a viable nutritional supple-
ment. You could add in support of your the-
sis, "well according to the Patterson Study 
in the Mineola Journal of Gastrointestinal 
Science . . ." Sure there's no Mineola 
Journal of Gastrointestinal Science, but 
your readers don't know that. 
The capper, naturally, is name-dropping. 
"If you've read Neuhausen, you'd know ... " 
and "Steinermann agrees that ... " are all 
valid techniques. Fortunately, it doesn't 
matter that you've never read, heard of, 
been privy to gossip about, or slept with 
either of them. What counts is that the 
columnist uses these names with utmost 
conviction. German ones seem to work 
particularly well. 
If desperation seeps in, cite Heidegger as 
an authority. No one understands him (I'm 
beginning to think 'dasein' is the philosoph-
ical equivalent for baby talk), but certain 
folks seem to think Being and Time holds 
the answers for nearly everything ( except 
maybe that Twinkie argument). 
New York Again 
Wha, is my story? 
How does it sound? 
ls there any story in fact? 
When the heart sings 
Already infected 
swell with joy 
Infected with life 
inspired by the unknown 
Just too late 
free ,of rule 
To sto'P 
Does anybody live free? 
The moon was red 
In the end 
The chauffeur waiting 
Maybe we all nourish 
While turquoise light 
The wild side of mind 
Playing shades on my red dress 
But left balancing the pain 
Blown by the wind 
Hoping for the emotion 
The sun is far: 
When the whole world is yours 
That is how it seems 
Will come again 
Heading to NY again. 
Blended into the early morning ease 
Poetry Lesson 
forH.H. 
"You're going to regret this," so she said 
as he was climbing 
out of bed. 
Though he heard 
he did not hear and 
wandered out 
into the clear. 
But the echo of her sweet sweet voice 
returned 
and so· did his two feet. .. · 
and at her door, he knocked again 
but no one was there to meet. 
''You're going to regret this," so he said 
but no answer did he hear. 
She married an upright, handsome man, 
he a lovely girl. 
But on stormy nights 
when wild winds did roar, 
they wondered what could have been ... 








Dia de la·s 
Madres 
Hi, mom. I came to dismember 
you. Do you have ari ax? Where'.s the 
machete? Don't move, don't move. 
Damn, you moved. Doesn't matter, I'll 
take it too. 
No thanks, granma.• It's not neces-
sary, but thanks for offering. Though now 
'that I think about it, they'd go well... I'm 
gonna take your head, your hands, and 
your belly, round and hard, looks like it· 
feels like a steel hat. I'll leave the rest in 
ease momwants something. 
I'm sorry, I wanted to take some 
things from granma. Are you still cold-? I 
think it's best if I cut all that i'm gonna cut) 
and decide what to take later. 
You know, now that I loo_k at you, 
there on the table, you look pretty. 
Okay, i'm .taking your teeth. I 
should take your hair, but I can't now. I'm 
also gonna take your arms, your calves, 
and your stomach. I don't know what to 
do with your skin? I'll take the one from 
your back , your sides, and your belly. 
From your thighs too. I'd take the color 
but, how do you get that? 
I think I want the tendon that raises 
your heels, the skin around it is really nice. 
I don't know what else to take? 
That's good for now, i'II come back later. 
I'll see you. Thanks. Take care. 
Note from author: this might have been 
originally in Spanish 
~lll!ll!-IMIIM!ll!lll•!lf!l!l-111!1--!!'!!!!!!ll~~-----""'-......4go~9.u_:-'---.__.-......., _____ ..J-__;i=ornande>-1Janer ...,,~ ----................... e -.--- -------.. --
1 can not recall · ·~ 
Floating in between 
It was a day 
Disintegrated worlds 
Just walking 
The beating heart never stops 
I did not notice 
Takes the walk at the edge of fear 
It was Madison already 
Turmoil that screams 
All those people around me 
But only the sound of engine 
Me, just strolling 
When Avenue talks 
And, I wanted to be a part of it 
Have started the colors of my mind 
I will go back 
I will go back 
In some special way 
I will definitely go back 
I will definitely go back 
To see the Skyline 
Infected 
Once again 
Just too late 
Take the big sky shoes 
Can not ever stop. 
Dancing over the Bridge 
While Lights would be tickling 
My back 
I will paint my eyes in glittering shine 
Die my hair possibly blond 
And with the fullest red lips in the world 
Reach those men's. eyes 
Make them wishful 
To break through once again 
Maybe just there in the Village 
Jasmina Spasojev.ic 
Media 
Editors of Penthouse Magazine this 
month are calling their readers' attention to 
the corrections pages of the upcoming 
November issue. The issue, which fea-
tures articles on interior decorating, archi-
tectare, and modern home fashions, con-
tains fifty-seven pages of corrections in 
which the editors attribute the past thirty-
one years of photographing increasingly 
explicit sex to a "printing error." 
Academia 
Physics professor and (in?)famous 
hoaxter Alan D. Sokal will be holding a 
book sale October 31st on Halloween from 
9am to 5pm. The New York University 
professor proposed the sale at a trustee 
meeting three months ago when librarians 
complained of the need for more shelf 
space. 
The sale will be ·used to clear the 
shelves of all or most of NYU's postmod-
ern, poststructuralist, and deconstructionist 
texts and journals. The income from the 
sale, prices at which will be set at approxi-
mately thirty-nine cents per pound, will go 
towards the purchase of doormats for the 
school's many street entrances. "It's an 
idea," said Sokal, who earned notoriety for 
submitting thirty-five pages of nonsense to 
the postmodern journal Social Text (who 
subsequently displayed the acumen of a 
house plant by printing it), ''whose time 
has finally come." 
Participants are urged to bring books for 
the kiln and chips or cookies for the party 
afterwards. 
- Dave Gerardi 
-- ... -.-
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By Jennifer Leigh Disney & Susanna Jones 
The Doctoral Students' Council (DSC) is 
the Student Representative Governing 
Body of the GSUC. The DSC has both 
Departmental Representatives, students 
who represent their own academic pro-
grams, and At-Large Representatives, stu-
dents who represent the GSUC student 
body as a whole. Since we have moved 
into the new building, the DSC has 
acquired a wonderful new space on the 
5th Floor, which consists of offices for 
each of the Chartered Organizations, a 
work lounge and a social lounge joined by 
a small kitchen. The main DSC office is in 
room 5493, (212) 817-7888. 
The main functions of the DSC have his-
torically been in the areas of service and 
advocacy. As we all make the transition 
into our new home at 365 Fifth Avenue, 
we would like to take this opportunity to 
make you aware of the services and the 
advocacy we provide. 
Services 
subsidized by the DSC, so when students 
receive their lab bills, they merely pay only 
10% of the total and take the bill to the 
Wellness Center to process. Mary Clancy can 
prescribe medication and offer referrals to 
Mount Sinai for sliding scale treatment for 
services which she cannot provide. 
DSC Parties: We feel that one of the MOST 
important services we offer to overworked 
and underpaid graduate students is our PAR-
TIES, equipped with hot food, beer and wine, 
music and dancing, and the chance to meet 
and socialize with people outside of our 
departments. We throw three parties each 
academic year, at the beginning of the Fall 
semester, at the December Holiday Recess, 
and at the end of the Spring semester. Please 
mark your calendars NOW for the New 
Building/Open House/Halloween Party on 
Friday, October 29, 199.9 from 6:00-
11 :00pm. 
Advocacy 
and College Association. 
The Larger CUNY Struggle: The City 
University of New York is the third largest 
urban public university system in the country. 
As a city and state funded entity, we always 
seem to be fighting to preserve CUNY's his-
toric mission of providing access to higher 
public education to low-income communities 
and communities of color in New York City 
and in this nation. The DSC works consis-
tently with other CUNY entities to maintain 
awareness among the student body of such 
issues and to speak at public hearings and 
advocate on behalf of CUNY as an institution 
and the GSUC as a contributor of not only 
doctoral education but adjunct faculty to 
teach at the campuses. 
If you have any comments, questions 
or issues of concern to raise with the DSC, 
please come by and visit us on the 5th Floor, 
Rm 5495, or call us at ext. 7888. 
DSC Offices 
Adjunct Issues: The Adjunct Proje_ct is a pro-
ject of the DSC which was created to dis- BSA - Black Students Alliance 
seminate knowledge, information and advo- room: 5486 tel: 7876, 7877 
cate on behalf of the CUNY GSUC adjunct. Global Studies Collective 
Bylaw #7 was passed in November, 1998 room: 5488 tel: 7874, 7875 
which codified The Adjunct Project in the Africa Research Group 
DSC Constitution. We are currently conduct- room: 5490. . tel: 7872, 7873 
ing a search for the position of Adjunct Jennifer Leigh Disney 
Departmental Allocations: The students 
of each GSUC Academic Program are enti-
tled to between $150 and $250 each 
semester depending on the size of the 
program. Check request forms, available 
,__. _____ 1""~heL>S'Clv'rain-Off1c7f1Rm---S-4"9"S-:-£xt .. .fr.o~u;;,.oor~i'1~~L- TtJw-.e.$-e..~ ~WCJ.S..- ... r'?om: .. 5_i9L_., __ !et 78?.2~ ~ _ . 
within our current Union, the Professional SPTSA - Soc & Pol Theory Students 
7888), must be submitted by the DSC 
Departmental Representative, along with 
receipts for the mon~y spent during the 
previous semester. ~fter the money is 
spent for each semester, receipts must be 
turned in to the Co-Chair for Business, 
Noland Bradshaw. 
Chartered Organizations: In order to 
foster community and facilitate communi-
cation and activities among and between 
the GSUC student body, the DSC charters 
organizations who submit a statement of 
purpose, a constitution, and a list of 20 
members from at least three different dis-
ciplines. Chartered Organizations receive 
$250 each semester for expenses to con-
duct events, organize speakers or have 
socials. There are 18 chartered organiza-
tions of the DSC (See complete list with 
office and phone numbers to follow arti-
cle.) 
Cultural Affairs: This budget line grants 
monies to individual students, departmen-
tal organizations, Chartered 
Organizations, and to ad hoc groups of 
the GSUC. The grants shall be made sole-
ly for the purposes of publishing cultural 
and academic materials or conducting cul-
tural events that are open to all GSUC stu-
dents. 
Movie Tickets: You can purchase up to 
10 tickets at a time for $5.00 each with a 
check or money order and a valid student 
ID. 
Wellness Center: The DSC contributes 
$50,000 per year to the Wellness Center 
to secure the servic~s of M9ry Clan~y. our. 
Nurse Practitioner. All ·medical lab tests are 
Staff Congress: CUUC and the New Caucus. room: 5492 tel: 7870, 7871 
The New Caucus, which has taken adjunct Susanna Jones 
issues as one of its concerns, has suggested room: 5493 tel: 7881 
that as many adjuncts and GTF's as possible DSA - Dem Socialists of America 
who want to vote in the next election should room: 5494 tel: 7868, 7869 
join the Union by December 1, 1999. Main DSC Office 
room: 5495 tel: 7888, 7887, 7889 
Health Care: CUNY Graduate Student AELLA - Latino/Latin Amer Students 
access to health care has been an issue of 
concern for the DSC for years. Last year, a 
Health Care Survey was conducted to try to 
gain knowledge on the demographics and 
needs of the GSUC student population. 
While we currently offer the services of Mary 
Clancy and the Wellness Center, we are con-
sistently looking into other options for more 
comprehensive health care access for stu-
dents. 
Student Housing: The Steering Committee 
(which is the Executive Committee of the 
DSC) has just recently begun to address the 
concerns regarding student housing or the 
lack thereof. We are interested in recruiting 
any volunteers to work on this very important 
issue. Please contact the DSC Main Office if 
interested (x7888). 
room: 5496 tel: 7866, 7867 
Feminist Studies Organization 
room: 5497 tel: 7864, 7865 
QUNY-
room: 5498 tel: 7862, 7863 
Noland Bradshaw 
room: 5499 tel: 7892 
ISO - lnternatl Socialist Organization 
room: 5388 tel: 7846, 7847 
L'Atelier 
room: 5389 tel: 7848, 7849 
Chinese Students Organization 
room: 5390 tel: 7850, 7851 
Student Housing Organization 
room: 5391 tel: 7878 
Taiwanese Student Organization 
room: 5392 tel: 7852, 7853 
The ADVOCATE 
room: 5396 tel: 7882 
Korean Students Association 
room: 5394 tel: 7854, 7855 
CARITAS 
room: 5395 tel: 7856, 7857 
Pearle Kibre Medieval Study 
room: 5397 tel: 7858, 7859 
The Adjunct Project 
room: 5398 tel: 7890, 7891 
The Biology Graduate Student Org 
room: 5399 tel: 7860, 7861 
DSC Social Lounge 
room: 5414 
DSC Working Lounge 
roorn: 5409 
Student Representation on GSUC-Wide 
Committees: The GSUC administration has 
various different committees that address a 
wide-range of issues. The administration is 
mandated to include student participation. 
This allows us _an· opportunity to be heard. 
This is your change be sure that students are 
the number one priority of the GSUC admin-
istration. The following is a list of the current 
Committees: Committee on Committees, 
Curriculum and Degree Requirements, 
Information Resources, Library Committee, 
Re~earch ·Committee, Structurs, -Stwdent . 
,Servic~7 St_ude,171 F.acµJt~ :Pis~ipir0~~y~ ~~n~!·: -: 
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a fr arl<-Av 
contint:1ed from.page .1. 
, t,he. whole .. _damn Qperat1oni" Mr. Ap,plebee exclaimed. 
"Now that's truly marvelous, The wonders of technology! 
Imagine not having to pay outlandish salaries, worker 
compensation, pension dues, or health insurance." 
"Well, I wish the workers from the plant were as 
enthusiastic as you over it. For some reason, they have 
put up a really hard fight about having to relocate out-of -
state. We offered great early retirement packages to some 
and generous raises and moving costs to others. But most 
don't seem too interested and just want to fight us." 
"How ungrateful can you get?" Donald, shaking 
his head in disgust, replied. "Workers today just have to 
realize that in the modern global economy, they have to 
be flexible or end up being eaten by the dogs." 
"I admit that I don't understand it myself," Mr. 
Carson answered. "Why wlien my father first started to 
build the business, he worked day and night for years 
until he controlled enough. of the market and had put 
enough of his competitors out of business before he could 
get a good night's rest." 
"Today, workers just want a whole lot for a 
ridiculously small amount of work," Mr. Applebee grum-
bled in agreement. "It really is pathetic. Well, Frank here 
isn't going-to be a lazy, stubborn mule of a worker. Are 
you, Frank? What is it you said you were interested in 
going into?" 
Frank had not been listening very closely to the 
conversation. Construction had delayed his trip down 
Park Avenue and the traffic was moving in jolts and 
jumps. Frank, in fact, had just slammed on the brakes as 
Mr. Applebee addressed him. 
... - ... ... ... ... 
. eled"·througliouf"Europe: tlie ti'.i had c·ost-him q"uite a-:· "interest at the moment was ·with Henry David_ Thoreau,,the 
-bundl'e: _Though he 'had plantied Jo stay predominantly at writer/philosopher .who moved to a tiny. shack in .the~ •• 
youth hostels, in Paris he had met a sleek Indian girl Walden woods in order to "live deep and suck out all the 
named Angela which of course meant lavishing a great marrow of life." Like Thoreau, Frank too had sought free 
deal of money - money he didn't have - on hotel rooms residence in exchange for valuable leisure time. 
and good wine. It didn't help that Angela had a beautiful Determined not to become one of the mass of men leading 
friend named Monique, who also enjoyed fine dining and lives of quiet desperation, Flrank had come to New York 
sleeping on satin sheets and pillows when Angela was not to finally and fully live. If he could only figure out how 
around. At the time, Frank successfully won himself over to afford it. 
with the argument that he was in fact spending money on But living in Manhattan, even if you've escaped 
high-caliber French lessons. Though his language skills paying its exorbitant housing costs, is still a high-priced 
had indeed improved dramatically in a very short time endeavor. Food, transportation, utilities and entertain-
(his French "oos" and "ahs" had been perfected), the jus- ment in New York add up quicker than a bunny on 
tification somehow rang hollow while staring at his steroids. In addition, the credit card charges Frank had 
immense Visa bill. Combined with his student loans, accrued in Europe, along with his student loans, dictated 
Frank calculated that he owed about $950 a month for a against his living a leisurely existence in the world's 
very very long time. largest urban playground. Suddenly, Frank felt a deep 
Frank rose from his chair and nervously began wave of depression wash over his inner being. There was 
pacing his apartment. His turns were many, for it was not only one thing to do. 
a very long distance from one end of the studio to the Reaching to his waist, Frank unbuckled his belt 
other. Even by the standards of New York City, his living and dropped his pants. From under his mattress he 
space was miniscule. Five feet wide and eleven feet in grabbed an issue of Young Teen Heat. Temporary release 
length, his quarters had been designed at the turn of the from the anxious worries of a young man seeking to make 
century as a maid's room. Frank had room for a bed, a it in Manhattan would soon be his. 
desk, a laptop computer, a life-size, cardboard cutout of 
El vis Costello and not much more. 
As he paced, Frank considered the many profes-
sions open to a young man of ambition in Manhattan. 
With his passion for literature and writing, he immediate-
ly thought about working in publishing. Upon deeper 
reflection, he recalled starting salaries to be about 
$18,000 a year, which only parentally subsidized types 
Chapter V: Pleasure Interruptus 
With his scepter of passion glazed in Vaseline 
and caressed by the steadily pumping piston that was 
Frank's left hand, the.phone rang, 
"Frank, 0 Frank, I so desperately need you" was 
the voice on the other end of the line. It was Helena 
Applebee from the seventeenth floor. "Excuse me, sir?" Frank asked. 
"What do you want to do in ihis 
town? You know, work-wise?" 
-----------------------... "Frank, I absolutely must go visit my 
Determined not to become one of the· mass of psychologist today and I can't bear to 
"Well, I haven't really decided," 
Frank answered. "I'm trying to weigh my tal-
leave Lulu and Eveline by themselves. 
men leading lives of quiet desperation, Frank Would you be so kind and come up 
--
____ .ents and interests with what's out there." 
. ~~weif~y7i"iir· orem6st in e'resf as got 
to be money. Let me tell ya Frank, !if e in Y2K 
ain't gonna be cheap, so you gotta be the best 
you can be in an industry that pays top dollar. 
What do you think, Mr. Carson?" 
and rescue me from my ~~t'l;'_.,_ a come O w O O . ~:"!"!v~e-. -t'l~---is1fe1t11rn-;1arne ' u u ana-----.-- ; 
Eveline were her French poodles, Who 
If he could only figure out how to afford it. required extensive human contact and 
occasional exercise. Now caretaking 
"Of course, money means a great deal. .. is real-
ly the only thing. But the pleasure of running an opera-
tion and people means a great deal too. You should think 
about something that will allow you to move up fast so 
you can be in place to corner a market. To me,. the 
Internet thing looks pretty exciting right now. I know 
lotsa kids with practically no brains at all who are mak-
ing a ton of money doing that sort of thing." 
As Mr. Carson spoke, a cab flew in front of the 
Mercedes and Frank lightly brushed its rear bumper. 
"Whoa, kid, get -us. there 1hlive," Mr. Applebee 
jested. "Me. aml· Mr. Carson need to sign a big contract 
today." 
for dogs was nowhere in the verbal con-
could really afford to live on. Advertising would also not tract Frank had agreed to with the Applebees when he 
work, for Frank had absolutely no interest in creating accepted his position, but he realized that this was not the 
another artificial desire in another passive American time to protest. 
brain Jor another superfluous environment-damaging "I'll be up iii a second,"· he meekly answered, 
product. There was always law school, Frank next sur- whue wiping his hands on a towellete. 
mised. Unfortunately lawyers-to-be went there - teem- In ,the elevator Frank admired the dark 
ing, irritating, arg_ull!entative fact-mongers, who, for the mahogany inlay and sh~rply polished brass leanings of 
most part; actually believed their se_rvices to be important the cabin. NeJt to Frank.stood a )Viry., middle-aged oper-
to society. and deserving of high salaries, higher even ator who he instructed to stop at the 19th floor. '~Ms. 
then ·teachers, 1ocial ·workers and 'priests. Working on Applebee is expecting me," Frank assured him. 
Wall Street was -afso :Out. Spending lw'elve hours a day "19 it is," the" operator answered with a wide" 
predicting the next big pharlnace·utical takeover was a <:up smile that revealed several ·gold teeth. 
of tea Frank could readily do without. ".Maybe Mr'. "I'm the new chauffeur for fhe Applebees, so 
As Frank was in th~. midst of an apology, Mr. Carson's suggestion to work for ah Internet concern made you'll probably be seeing me quite a bit." 
Carson lowered his voiced to speak to Donald. the ,most 'Sense. After all, e-commerce in cyberspace was "O, yes· - the new driver - I hope you'll last," 
"It's about that contract I wanted to speak to you today's versio_n of the California Gold ·Rush. All one the operator responded with another smile that revealed 
about by flying out here," the King of Cola whispered. ·needed was-a-spot·along the cyber river and in-electron- ·absolutely nothing of what his myste"rious words meant. 
Frank could barely hear the rest of the conversation, but ic version of the sifting- pan: an atttntion-grabbing web- Now Frank had always had a strong liking for 
he knew from the darkening ~olor of Mr. Applebee's face site.- · .... - dogs. As a _boy he had raised a chocolate lab puppy 
as he looked into the rear view mirror, that his boss was But no. Frank knew that after his summer in named Henry VIII to adulthood. He recalled romping in 
not happy:The upshot of their talk, however, was not for Europe, his heart had' been set -0n living the life of an the woods together, teaching Rex (his dog's nickname) 
Frank's ears. The car had arrived at 48th and Park, the adventurer and artist. He wanted to write a resonant, rav- how to grab Frisbees out of the thin air, and how to bark 
address of Mr. Applebee'~ management firm DRU (stand- ishing novel Jike F. Scott Fitzgerald's The Great Gatsbi loudly at the neighborhood kids Frank did not life. The 
ing for "downsizings are us" as Frank would later learn) that would stun the critics and,.:enamor him with the:puh.- sounds em~nating from behind the front door of 19D, 
and the two businessmen disembarked. Frank's "good- lie. He wanted to pa,y regular visits to the Guggenheim; however, were nqt canine. R~ther, they soun.ded. like the 
bye, gentlemen" was met with the simultaneous crashing the M~t, MOMA, an,d..the Whitney museutns. l:{e wanted chirping .of sick tweetie birds. 
of two .angry doors. "" to drink ted wine and .,s.nack ,on baguettes. and .Bri_e before Frank ran_g the bell. Withtn se,cond,s. the \door 
a concert of the Philharmonic in Cenfral Patk. He wanted opened revealing Helena, wrapped in a. sfo11py gteen 
CHAPTER IV: Anxiety, thy Name is Frank to flirt with ill the romantic young women who ffocked to towel, apparently' jqst out of the spower. Arfier fe~t were 
New York City year after year, iike him, in search of their the source· of the ·canary sounds - t~o tremendo~sly 
Alone in'his one-room apartment,,f..rank slumped dreams. He wanted to listen to th'e··blues at Birdland, obese poodles still chirping away. Frank had neveneen 
into the sole chair that graced his ,tiny quarters. As he Bra~ms· at Carn~gie Hall; and "le Boheme" -at-the Amato. such fat poodles in .all of his !if e and autoriiatical1y 
stared at a vintage poster from Faster PussycatL Kill! Most of all he w_ahted to-read.read reird. In Paris he,ha'tl assumed ihey belonged to·a rare (though, for'him, not rare 
Kill!, recently brought -0,a~k. fro_m L~ndon, he _pondered begun an intellectual.odyssey (with translation assistance enough) breed. 
the dreary fact that that he would have to get a high-pay- from Angela and Monique) .sampling. the French poets "Thank you, Frank dear, for coming so quickly. 
ing job. There were simply no other options at this point. from the.troubadours IQ Yerlaine, The year Qefore he had I'm in the midst of getting dressed, but if you'll join·me 
Offered a live-in tutoring and chauffeur po~ition for ·1he imbibed in the Sturm_un4 Drang period of the Ger.Jll~n in the kitchen J!)J. sho\ll you where.we keJ:p the leash.is/' 
Applebees in exchange for free housing, _he had quit his Romantics. This fall he wanted to have a love affair ~ith 
job'ai-lvy Tutors on August 1st, o:ne month b:efore mo~ihg". ·the wri1ih~{)ft~e Russians. AncLof coHr~e tq~re-were.tge · tto be continue~ ... ) 
into h_is first floor studio on Park Avenire; anftad·irav- Amerkans: Fi1V1t·wa'S ·alwayheaqing fheni:.Hj(~p:e~h1\·:-::_._':-.-.· .. ··-:: _: 
. ' .... 
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Ed Koch on Adolf Giuliani -7 t 
By Mark Noonan Miller, ·and then turned his attention to the garbage. For this selfish(!) view, Adolf 
Police Chief's evenings out at Elaine's, the accused Gilmore of being just "some politi-
The first thing one notices upon reading Ed chic- restaurant of Woody Allen fame. "Bad cian trying to get on television." Similarly, 
Koch's Giuliani: Nasty Man is that Koch boy," Adolf said to Bratton, "you spend to directly after the Amadou Diallo tragedy of 
cares about New York City passionately, much time in spotlight, no. I vant that you police brutality, Giuliani responded to 
more so even than his own rather large eat at home." Needless to say, Giuliani's minority community leaders' concerns of 
ego. His argument with Giuliani is that the nasty behaviqr drove Bratton out of office. the police department by 
present mayor-elect, in contrast, cares Koch then points out how the same tactics remarking that •:the 
more about the preservation of his own were used to drive Ramon Cortinas, New biggest beef New 
image and reputation than about the city York City Schools Chancellor, out of office Yorkers have with 
that is his fiefdom. Despite the book's title, for "committing the grievous, unforg_ivable the cops isn't 
Koch is not entirely critical of the Giuliani sin of standing up to Giuliani." Refusing to that they're 
administration; in fact, he supported Adolf's fire subordinates in the Education depart- brutal - it's 
election campaign in 1993 and publicly ment that Giuliani did not like, Cortinas was that they're 
applauded his administration in his Post called "precious" and a "little whiner." Like rude." 
and Daily News columns Bratton, Cortinas, widely-acknowledged as The 
throughout its first an extraordinarily talented ·and dedicated c e n t r a I 
year. But as 1995 educator, also left his position having little irony of 
unfolded, Koch desire to stay in the roost of a queer-baiting Giuliani's 
writes that fox's den. reign 
"New Yorkers In 1998, not interested in hearing office, 
began to from his constituency, Koch recalls how Koch's 
see more Giuliani ordered that City Hall be surround- and living in 
and mdre ed by barb~d wire and concrete barricades. NYC make 
of the Walling himself and his staff in his military clear, is that our 
authoritar- compound, Giuliani argued, was necessary Fuhrer began a 
ian side of to protect city workers from a terrorist attack major crusade over a 
its 1 07th even as federal authorities disagreed with year ago on behalf of civility. 
m a y o r . t~e idiotic plan. In a December 11th col- Giuliani in fact publicly announced that he 
We began ur'nn, Koch wrote ''the entire building has would begin enforcing politeness and 
to learn that been placed virtually off limits to the public, respect for others throughout the city. For 
Rudy is not evenMthough it iS"the seat c5f New·York Cit9 exa·me/e,~ .2-!.flP!ecj_batf..E:c!.ct.~s.. iQ. mid-
=contenno-pre-=--governriienC •tmagrne"'Tlc'origress "cf6"'sed• town to prevent peop\e from iaywa\king and 
vail; he must the Capitol to visitors; something it has holding up the flow of traffic and he made 
destroy his oppo- never done despite bombings and shoot- an official decree that prohibited city offi-
nents." Koch first ings." cials to engage in· personal attacks unless 
noticed 'Rudy's fatal flaw As Koch's collection of columns they act~d in self-defense after being per-
(nastiness coupled with hubris) in his treat- shows, Giuliani actually has good reason to sonally attacked themselves. Does the 
ment of then New ·York City Police Jear retaliation from any number of people. "civility'' code apply to its creator? Column 
Commissioner William Bratton. At the time, According to Koch, this is not surprising for after column in Koch's book screeches 
New York City had undergone a sharp "the nastiness of Giuliani's personality was "NO!" For a second opinion, try asking the 
reduction in crime and suddenly Bratton revealed time and time again. He curator at the Brooklyn Museum of Art how 
began to get credit for improving the philos- demeaned everyone who either questioned civil it is for a mayor with an obvious 
ophy and techniques of th~ police depart- or criticized him. His method of governing absence of any kind of artistic flair to butt 
ment and for his implementation of Adolf's had been reduced to a campaign of demo- into an arena he knows nothing about and 
"zero tolerance" campaign. For his leader- nizing and trivializing anyone who opposed threaten to cut City purse strings. Maybe 
ship Bratton found himself on the cover of him." As further evidence to prove h_is point, Brooklyn Museum's next exhibit should 
Time magazine, a spotlight, Koch writes, Koch recalls how Giuliani attacked include an ass in formaldehyde covered 
that made Adolf green with envy. Shortly Virginia's Governor James· C. Gilmore who with cow dung entitled "Giuliani: Full of Bull" 
thereafter, Giuliani forced Bratton to fire his had little desire to allow his state to become - a privately subsidized exhibit (courtesy of 








___ ~~ ay,.Dr:_ Rolf . .Meyersohn. • T• • This. office offers a . .place for .. _, .. resulting•frnm the-move . ..:r:he-Ombuds---------= 
.a,.. 
. ,._ 
If you are looking for a neutral, 
. impartial person to speak to ~confiden·- TT 
·-·- ..tLatly -~P?ll.t PfRE.l~'I:i.§..~~!cate<:t 1R~'v'.VQ.r~-- • 
or study at The Graduate School and 
University Center, call the Ombuds 
Office. This office has been estab-
lished outside the existing administra-
tive and academic structures and is 
completely independent. The Ombuds 
officer is appointed by President 
Horowitz and has no other boss. The 
most important job of ·the Ombuds 
Officer is to LISTEN. The Ombuds 
• I I • • • 
office·r is an advocate for fairness. 
students to voice concerns, evaluate Officer will listen to your problems 
situations, organize their thoughts, and concerns, and will work with ')!OU 
access Teeliri'gs, and explore options-~toexplorepossibre solutions which { 
f p [ ~-~ n c;!U r:, _g R ro ~i ~ m.~ .. .,g Q 1J Q.e rn ~J hs !_ ..maxi miza.iaimass,.-AILiss ues.aod_ ------ L 
people bring to the Ombuds Office information you bring are held in com-
include: disagreements about grades, plete confidence. 
problems with tuition charges, inter- Contact Dr. Rolf Meyersohn, the 
personal conflicts, professional mis- GSUC Ombuds Officer, at 817-7191 to 
conduct, academic dishonesty, safety receive further information or to set 
concerns, sexual harassment, racism up a phone or office meeting. You 
or other kinds of discrimination, ethics can also send an e-mail message to 
and whistle-blowing, problems relating rmeyersohn@gc.cuny.edu. The 
to working conditions, intellectual Ombuds Office is located in Room 
property is.sues, feelings of stress or 7313. . .. 
anxie~y,:an~. )hi~ term, pr6blem's"·- . 
. r·J-c,ey __ Bel tram 
--··-. , ..--:•]!he-d3o~nd.:"'.,of -21\.M- .. 
Moonshine Music 
Ravi Shankar for the turn of the 
centmy. 
Joey Beltram fans will certainly 
welcome this effort-a mix of dance 
music from the likes of White 
Lal::el, Junior O, and others. For the 
uninitiated, The Sound of 2AM plays 
not like a club mix, rut more along 
the lines of those exceedingly 
patient new age albums that take 
forever to get nowhere. Beltram is 
a shade better than Enya, however. 
His mixes have a fluid, groove-dri-
ven sound which create a deep, hyp-
notic ambiance. 
Moonshine Music, 8525 Santa 
Monica Blvd., West Hollywood, CA 
90069. 
Dogpiss-
Eine Kleine P.nkmusik 
-"f-ne-A8VGGAT.fi----
gi. They bury chord structures, drum 
beats, and bass lines within. 
The opening to "Arsonaut" recalls 
the devastating riff of Black 
Sabbath' s "Ironroan. " · Morrow' s 
vocals, however, are slightly more 
debase. Ritualistic snarls summon 
primal memories of dark days and 
punk
. 'th . . ~. 
_Pop_:P,OP-~ . Wi out a.partiC-=----·--·~~ :·.:, 
ular lust fOL that-geme-::-~a-Kin,; -Cool ----·--·--- .•t-
is fairly um:ararkable. Sure, there are 
two interludes of Rimsky-Korsakov' s 
Scheherazade (for those of you media-
i;::hiles glued to MIV, it should suffice 
to say Rimsk:y-Korsakov is not a band 
but a composer who lived BEFORE 
1970). Unfortunately, the nru.sician-
ship is suq;:ar. 'Ihe experirrent is 
quirky, rut uninterest~. 
In no tine, Diesel Boy will have sev-
eral of their sangs on the soundtrack. 
for the next Jennifer Love-Michelle-
Gellar novie. Sofa Kir:g Cool is defi-
nitely for previous fans only. 
Ryan Greene, who engineered and 
mixe:i, strikes again to produce yet 
another clean arrl crisp recording. You 
will see his name on most Fat Wreck 
and Honest D:n' s a1bJros . Listen to his 
work and you will see why. His work is 
shal:p arrl never lazy. San Francisco 
based bands take note. darker nights. Heavy. 
'l1he other half of this Man's Ruin Contact: Honest Don's, ro Box 192027, 
.. split features Church of Misery (how San Francisco, CA 94119-2027. 
cafi- -~ - riot --lo~·if ""that namer: - Tlie • - · - - - · - - - - - - - - -- ~----. _____ _ 
The bisyllabic ,:Hello" opens the three song set has ·a thE!!l19: serial 
alhnn. It's lyrj,cal s:inp~icity pref- killers. "Murder Company (Henry Lee Dieselooy- A Solaikrrs·s~ ~-
ace·s ·ttte-·mus:tccr:1::-'s~~~fornd· L"Ucas..)..;" ..,"Son of a Gun (David Moonshine Music "'·· • 
on t:he" =tes"t.:' ===bt=====EPr~C~ · -Ki.e:m.e== J3er.kGwi tz) , " an~~';-e -·~IJ" fueifs'"'" -·--------- -iii;;; ...,. 
- P. nkmus11<.. ~ ~ ~- .... - ·· $±:chara...:Eamirez ,, " -ar~~~ delib-'- - . · ----41--.,. · -• './- - . ;}:ec '- I ' .-~ 1 'h,,-,,..-....- __,,.__, 
After "Hello, " the songs degener- erately plodding compositions'. •-e trom;~.a-J;he=----~:;;_ .,."!,,.~c .,;.'" =· 
ate into smooth, unimposing sounds Church of Misery's Tatsu Mikami has ~thinJ to look for here are the · · · d k f 
1
,. drum mixes. Always fast, never over-
not unlike ,the static of a dead chan- written a soun trac or sta .r..ers. di 't' -..::1 ~,.;ck _,.:i 1 rrt-.- ..:i-~ · · , • - andl . and . gi izt:::,J..  cu.LI. c ean. .Lu:::: l..ll.UI.'"" 
_+,_: __ ~·;:e±-· Thi:: s~ferous collection List~ by ·c ehght . :~ to avoid __ set up solid bea!=s over v..:hich moody 
couia""'11"cro'e 'ben:E!f :rted"'-rrortt'""S~6l'l.ge!1"<-"'looking., P\re,'j:'.'-~~-2RQ.1d-l9£.L m~~~~ in . am, . dl.lt at will. Sare 
---· --Vbc:::al·-phrasings..-.and,· whi•1e -w~:i:;e .. on. oncet. . _. .._ . • . . . • )::eats 1~ - Di.~~~~"":6-:reu:fxo~·----.lJ 
· . •on~~ecor~""F't'l."ttf"oii'-s-•;,\\Plffit&i',.,.,..lOOitt •>J:±k:e--an--------
the phrasings on the vocalist and 22nd 1 St. #302, San Francisco, CA encroaching :rcenace. Most create an 
the sound quality _on the mixer. 94107, www.mansruin.com. aura of impending doom-a technologi-
'When the band has an. opportunity to cal skyscraper of digital boards arrl 
play, as in "Hello," 'ana. "Metalone," Sidecar - demo chips wilt an a gossar:rer foundation. 
they ~e able to put together a fair- If electranica is to. Ireke any last~ 
.-----~~-a1ecnnt, i i:--IQe.ta.1., sound. Light rock with a touch of folk. Katie irq;)act, it will have to venture beyond 
r--:::..;:.::.. =----=--~i;h~±se-; .: tbey: ~e.t=m- t-eo -:eager.,. t;:-:- .K.niw.: ~.~~. r:;§na'.s o~i-r--fou:i::d:onr ro:: ~-four time measures . 
-~---·~.= =-1:et;-~::-vocals .dictate _t:h@ t~-~ ... tlie"""oth~i aspir1tlg1>'af-ah McLachlan .Bnci'1 ~r':':i.t:~ll....;~-~ly _q· • - -· _ 
:-:-:::- ·:.:_~- feel ~f'::tl'Ie:1rinm:~::'Ihe-~rµ.~~ng:~-:.::Sonnci;:-a¼:flie~::,.::...S}.:l~ ~=s~~?se5=.~ dear;; .. ~1:_~.:~ ~hac~a~a-~-=.- -~- ·- - =11! 
' · ac:=1:s· at~ious-, - :No • melodic· voice, · and ·:ti::-is~-a.nfortunate - e9p.~s_1:=,~~S1'1 ,-85-2:E.SaB.lE 
. • ..... , ·~ •· .... · ... _ -- • - Mo:qica. Blvd., .wesc-Ho1l~ooo~ 
Crosby, Stills, ~ ~ f~ 1:8re. that there is Iittle else to recam- 90069_ · -~ --·······"' .. """''., .. - ~~.::..-.. .:.~.:-...-::..;;.·.:,: ,::;;..;.;;:.::::=i:$11 
The faster Dogpiss is willing to mend this demo. The musicianship is 
quit trying to be a pop-punk rend, uninspiring and the songs themselves 
T"'"'"-----t-he--better.. ___ are tired and easily forgotten.· 
Contact: Honest Don Is, PO -Box. -Coot~ct: Sidecar~-PO~iC BIZ I Smtt'a· 
192027, San Francisco, CA 94119- Cruz,. CA 95061, sidecar@email.com. 
2027, www.geocities.com/~shab-
by_road/dogpiss. The:Dickies 
Still Got Live, Even If You Don't 
Want It 
ROIR 
-· . -·~i;~i; --~i~~--~·19st-by:-. 
Reachout International Records (ROIR) 
as"We Aren't the-WOrld-on-easset;t:e,... 
cnly, ·Still Ctt Live ... h3s 1::ee:l digital-
~Hrares.te® for CD. release. The 
- - twency:-five f:.l!acks•'"incl~,...~-~ ii-·? 
_epr).i~§Uour track derro fram 1977 and 
live performances ~ram Brighiooinrf"".Doire-::::;::-::---;::;;=-:-=-=--------------__:_.::.___J 
- 7. 
Iron Monkey/ 
Church of Misery 
Man's Ruin 
Slow and deliberate, Iron Monkey 
(featuring the preternatural growls 
of Jonny Morrow) constructs, not 
songs but dark and heavy sarcopha-.. 
in 1978 to ca:;B's in 1985. 
'Ihe Dick.ies: hilarious covers litter 
the alrum. "Paranoid." "Nights in 
White. Satin. " "The Sound of Silence 
( ! ) . "; You have sllJI)ly never beard Paul 
Si.m::>n until you hear 'Ihe Dickies play 
Paul 'simon. 
Fram the scorching "Hideous" to the 
schlock and. rollish "Infidel Zanbie" to 
the scatological "If Stuart Could Talk," 
'Ihe Dick.ies Rock. Capital R. 
Contact ROIR, 611 Broadway, Suite 
411, New York, NY 10012, home.earth-
link. ~t/ ~~kies,·'. W#W. rciir.:_~p.'.. ccm. 
•• ... ·.• ... (:·.{.~ ,:·J\ •, ...... , .,· •• 
Bridge Nine 
Straight fo:rward, straight edge 
hardcore. 
Thick bass lines give way to roar-
ing, primitive, four chord beilowing 
from the overdriven gu_i tar. 
The tempo changes add a lot of 
character to the songs and make this 
a very listenable piece of vinyl. 
Contact: Bridge Nine, PO 'Box 
990052, ·Bos:ton., AA 02199-0052 :·· 




Vieques Fights Back 
Continued frompage 1 
gap. But the fishermen never find enough 
fish to fill their nets, let alone Vieques' food 
demand. You see, fish find it hard to make 
their population grow in an environment of 
oil, sewage, and chemical spills, together 
with the noise and the direct danger of sub-
marine explosions, all part and parcel of the 
Navy holding exercises almost year-round. 
With little over 8,000 people living on 
the island, Vieques makes do with close to 
half the per-capita income the rest of Puerto 
Rico earns. This puts 
73% of Viequenses well 
below the poverty line. 
Vieques is laden 
with the anguishing facts 
that it is the one place in 
Puerto Rico with the high-
est mortality rate, the 
highest infant mortality 
rate, and that Viequenses 
are, of all Puerto Ricans, 
at the highest risk to 
develop cancer. All of these conditions have 
been traced directly to the ecological 
impact the Navy's operations have on 
Vieques. 
And the social impact of having the 
Navy as guests has scared the fun of 
movies like "G.I. Jane" and "Heartbreak 
Ridge" right out of me. A study presented to 
the Puerto Rican legislature by the Vieques 
Women's Alliance tells of nervous children 
who can't sleep, and who find it hard to 
cope with the stress induced by the con-
stant explosions and jet engine noise. The 
study predicts of a town full of spousal 
abusers and manic-depressives.~ 
The tension in Vieques has finally 
come to a head. Its trigger was the death of 
a security guard, David Sanes Rodriguez. 
He was killed on April 19 of this year, by the 
detonation of a bomb dropped by an F-18 
jet on the observation post he was guard-
ing. Four other people were injured in the 
incident. By June 23rd, the Navy blamed 
the deceased for having exposed himself to 
danger by coming out of the post to have a 
cigarette. By August 2nd, the Navy had 
admitted that the practice range comman-
der and the pilot of the F-18 were in fact 
responsible for the mishap. 
Now, this is not the first time a 
Viequense has been killed or maimed by a 
Navy plane dropping. And civilian deaths 
have triggered protests before. But this time 
something is different. This time, the fervor 
hasn't diminished as the months drag on. 
And, as I stated before, this time the protest 
is being raised by all Puerto Ricans, even 
the unlikely Statehood proponents, for 
whom the U.S. generally can do no wrong. 
At this very moment, a group of pro-
testers are camping right on the firing line at 
the target beaches, preventing their further 
use for Navy maneuvers. Last week a con-
tingent of military personnel (of dubious 
jurisdiction) attempted to remove the pro-
testers, yet all they accomplished was an up 
close and personal appraisal of the pre-
paredness and commitment these brave, 
conscientious citizens are displaying, with 
no sign of flagging. 
We all know that the United States 
"preaches in its underwear'' whenever it 
pontificates on humar:, rights, or civilized 
behavior between nations. The historical 
recorcrts"'"broody"'Wlth· ufo- oelrayals it has 
perpetrated upon friend and foe alike. From 
the Native Americans it exterminated and 
the Africans it enslaved, to the Latin-
American neighbors whose sovereignty it 
has violated and the Japanese-Americans it 
confined to Manzanar, the U.S. has demon-
strated that it is just like the oppressors that 
its founders ran away from: selfish, cruel, 
and self-serving. Granted, these attitudes 
and behavior are not exclusive to the U.S., 
but the hypocrisy with which they have been 
veiled is. U.S. statesmen have been the 
best at befriending other countries while 
hiding their intentions to exploit, if not out-
right ravage predatorily, whomever they 
must to get whatever they need to keep the ~~--
U.S. citizenry at a standard of living that will 
make rebellion unappealing. 
I'm not foolishly suggesting that the 
U.S. is wrong in acting this way or that it 
shouldn't do everything in its power to pro-
vide as much as it can for its citizens. I'm not 
even offended that they lie, cheat, and steal 
to get what they want. I take exception to the 
hypocrisy with which they claim themselves 
blameless, and with which they accuse other 
countries of wrongdo-
ing when they employ 




ship claims to be 
appalled by the 
actions of other 
states as China, for 
the massacre at Tian-
an-men Square, or 
Turkey for its treatment of its Kurdish popu-
lation. Notice they don't criticize Saudi 
Arabia for its treatment of women, or France 
for its assaults on nuclear weapons protest-
ers. Yet the U.S. has committed many more, 
and worse affronts against peoples and 
nations that were guilty only of rightfully and 
historically owning something the U.S. want-
ed, be it land, resources, or markets. 
This is the case with Puerto Rico. At 
the heart of the Vieques tragedy is the 
unconscionable attitude manifest in the 
U.S.'s treatment of its ill-gotten territoric1;,I 
possessions: WJ3 take what we need, no 
matter what stands in our way, or whom we 
affect, for good or ill. The outbreak of the 
Vieques symptom is a sign of the much 
greater wrong called the Puerto Rico colony. 
Although it will in the long run be for 
the good that the unfortunate deaths in 
Vieques will hopefully bring a change (for 
the better) to that small and disproportion-
ately long and hard suffering part of Puerto 
Rico, the thrill of whatever victory is gained 
there will be short-lived, when the change in 
Vieques' quality of life deepens the relief in 
which the problems faced by Puerto Rico as 
a whole, stand out. 
--
1 
Images clockwise: A us Marine battleship patrolling off Vieques; a sea turtle killed by pollution, with its eggs spilling out; and a mural which reads "Marines Out of Vieques Now!" 
